No: KU2017-HRDC-76

Dated: 23-10-2017

Sub: One Week Workshop on Research Methodology for Social Science Scholars

The UGC-Human Resource Development Centre (HRDC) is going to organize One Week Research Methodology Workshop for Social Science Scholars in the month of November, 2017. The Scholars who desire to attend the workshop should send their applications to UGC-Human Resource Development Centre duly forwarded by their Head of Departments/Principals by or before October 30th, 2017. For further details, please contact office of the UGC-Human Resource Development Centre on telephone no’s (off) 0194-2414389 and 9419092157 Email: hrdc@uok.edu.in, or asc@kashmiruniversity.ac.in

Copy forwarded to the PRO, University of Kashmir with a request that the circular be published in the Daily Greater Kashmir.
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